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Introduction
This book is a brief introduction to the art of letter writing. After
long deliberation, I decided not to produce a book full of standard
letters for the reader to copy rote fashion. Although many books
of this nature do exist, there seems no point in merely allowing
the reader to copy someone else’s work.
The main point when producing letters is that the writer must
understand the very essence of the language in which he or she is
writing. This involves understanding grammar and punctuation –
in short understanding the basis of the language, in this case the
English language.
Mastery of language and the ability to express oneself, in the
business or personal domains, is a wonderful achievement.
Mastery and effective use of language is akin to painting a
beautiful picture.
This book dwells at the outset on grammar and punctuation and
other finer points of the language. It shows the writer of the
business or personal letter how to express what it is they are trying
to say, how to lay it out and how to take care that the letter
achieves its aim.
This little book is rigorous but rewarding. It does not seek to
layout 50 different types of letter but to show the reader how to
understand the complexities of the language and to coach the
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reader into a position where he or she will begin to enjoy the
language more and to produce an effective letter, whether of a
personal or business nature.
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